A central component of the analysis of panel clustering techniques for the approximation of integral operators is the so-called g-admissibility condition ''minfdiamðsÞ; diamðrÞg 2gdistðs; rÞ'' that ensures that the kernel function is approximated only on those parts of the domain that are far from the singularity.
1. Introduction
Model Problem
Let X be a subdomain or submanifold of R d . We consider a Fredholm integral operator of the form G½uðxÞ ¼ Z X gðx; yÞuðyÞdy with an asymptotically smooth kernel function g, i.e., there exist constants C as1 and C as2 and a singularity degree s 2 N such that for all z 2 fx j ; y j g the inequality j@ n z gðx; yÞj C as1 ðC as2 kx À ykÞ ÀnÀs n! ð1Þ
holds. This kind of operator occurs, e.g., in the integral equation formulation of the Poisson problem in R 3 , where g is the singularity function gðx; yÞ ¼ 
Since the support of the kernel g is in general not local, one expects a dense matrix G.
The algorithmic complexity for computing and storing a dense matrix is quadratic in the number of degrees of freedom, therefore different approaches have been introduced to avoid dense matrices: for translation-invariant kernel functions and simple geometries, the matrix G has Toeplitz structure, which can be exploited by algorithms based on the fast Fourier transformation. If the underlying geometry can be described by a small number of smooth maps, wavelet techniques can be used in order to compress the resulting dense matrix [3] . Our approach is a refined combination of the panel clustering method [6] and hierarchical matrices [1, 4, 5] , which are based on the idea of replacing the kernel function locally by degenerate approximations.
Low Rank Approximation
Let r Â s I Â I be a sub-block of the product index set. We define the corresponding domains
and (minimal) axially parallel boxes B s ; B r containing s; r.
We assume that distðB s ; B r Þ > 0 holds, which implies that gj B s ÂB r is smooth. For the corresponding sub-matrix R :¼ Kj rÂs we seek a low rank matrixR such that the approximation error kR ÀRk is of the same size as the discretisation error inf v2V ku À vk for the (unknown) solution u. The aim of this paper is to prove that the matrixR of rank k can easily be constructed by interpolation of the kernel g in such a way that the approximation error behaves like
for a constant C r;s < 1, i.e., exponential convergence with respect to the order k even if B s and B r are arbitrarily close to each other.
Interpolation Scheme

Interpolation Operators
We denote the space of k-th order polynomials in one spatial variable by P k and fix a family ðI k Þ k2N 0 of interpolation operators
and associated Lagrange polynomials ðL i;k Þ k i¼0 , such that for all u 2 Cð½À1; 1Þ
The operators are projections, i.e., for all p 2 P k
holds. For each k 2 N 0 , we introduce the Lebesgue constant K k 2 R !1 by requiring that
holds for all u 2 Cð½À1; 1Þ.
We assume that there are constants C k ; k 2 R >0 satisfying
for all k 2 N. For standard interpolation schemes, this estimate is fulfilled, for Chebyshev interpolation (cf. [7] ), we even have
If J ¼ ½a; b is an arbitrary closed interval, the transformed interpolation operator is given by
J , where U J : ½À1; 1; x 7 !ððb À aÞx þ ðb þ aÞÞ=2 is the affine mapping from the reference interval to J . The properties (4) and (5) carry over to I J k , the corresponding interpolation points and Lagrange polynomials are given by
Multidimensional Interpolation Operator
Let us fix an axially parallel box B R d with
where ðJ j Þ d j¼1 are closed intervals. The corresponding k-th order tensor product interpolation operator is given by
This is a projection mapping from CðBÞ to Proof. We use the representation
and apply the one-dimensional estimate to each of the factors. 
Approximation
Our analysis is based on the following approximation result from [2, Lemma 3.12]. for all j 2 f1; . . . ; dg and n 2 N 0 . Then we have
Proof. Since I k is a projection, we have for all v 2 P k
Due to (9), we can combine this estimate with Lemma 3.1 and find
To conclude the proof, we apply this estimate to the following telescope sum:
: (
Application to the Model Problem
Approximation of the Kernel
Let r Â s I Â I denote the index sub-set and s Â r the support of the corresponding basis functions from Section 1. For both s and r we fix axially parallel closed bounding boxes B s and B r satisfying s B s ; r B r and distðB s ; B r Þ > 0:
The k-th order cluster interpolation operator is defined in terms of the multidimensional interpolation operator (7) by I k . We define the constants
The function x 7 !gðx; yÞ fulfils the assumption (9) due to (1). Theorem 3.2 yields
Analogously, we get for the interpolation operator I 
For C diam :¼ minfdiamðB s Þ; diamðB r Þg we get the estimate
Approximation of the Matrix Block
We define the entries of the matrixR bỹ ; ð14Þ
where the constant C g;r;s is Since K d k ðk þ 1Þ is bounded by a polynomial and since C as2 and distðB s ; B r Þ are positive, we get exponential convergence with respect to the order k. In order to find a uniform bound of the rate of the exponential convergence, one typically demands the standard admissibility minfdiamðB s Þ; diamðB r Þg distðB s ; B r Þ; or g-admissibility minfdiamðB s Þ; diamðB r Þg 2g distðB s ; B r Þ for a fixed g > 0.
